MEDIA RELEASE
Wavelink chosen as an Australian distributor for Nomadix

Melbourne, May 3, 2011 – Wavelink, a value added distributor of business IP, wireless,
communication and network security and access solutions, has announced it is now an Australian
distributor for Nomadix, a provider of intelligent network devices.
Ilan Rubin, managing director, Wavelink, said, “Organisations of all sizes want high speed internet
access for users that is easy to manage, reliable and secure. Distributing Nomadix is a natural
evolution to expand Wavelink’s existing portfolio and complements our wireless local area network
(WLAN) offering.”
Nomadix’s patented technology offers a rich feature set that helps address key visitor based network
and public access requirements, whilst enabling monetisation of public internet access. Nomadix’s
access gateways are dedicated network appliances that provide superior scalability, reliability and are
less susceptible to virus attacks than competitive solutions.
The Nomadix Service Engine (NSE) addresses the key issues of customer acquisition, provisioning,
security and revenue generation when deploying Wi-Fi public access networks and provides zero
configuration for end users accessing the network.
Fred Reeder, chief commercial and operating officer at Nomadix, Inc., said, “Wavelink provides the
complementary technologies and expertise to formulate a complete solution alongside Nomadix,
which can address areas such as Wi-Fi offload for cellular networks and converged use of networks in
public venues.”
Nomadix offers a full range of access gateways running the NSE software, from the smallest single
cell HotSpot to a large multi-cell location supporting thousands of users.
AG2300
The Nomadix AG2300 brings the high-end features of Nomadix renowned intelligent public access to
small and home offices that require up to 50 simultaneous high speed internet connections.
AG3100
The mid-range public access gateway solution provides options for SMEs that require higher
simultaneous user connections of up to 200 users at an improved throughput. The AG3100 is a
dedicated network appliance placed at the edge of the network providing universal mobile
connectivity, security and policy-based shaping for the subscriber.
AG5600
The AG5600 is a high performance network appliance enabled with GigE throughput capability for
deployment in large venues including hotels, airports, convention centres and municipal Hotzones.
The AG5600 is a high-end access gateway offering a full suite of intelligent and secure solutions for
businesses needing to support thousands of simultaneous users.
-ENDSAbout Nomadix
Nomadix is the leading provider of intelligent network devices that make nomadic computing and
public internet access easy. The company offers the Nomadix Service Engine (NSE), which lets
operators and venue owners deploy a cost effective, secure and easy to use high-speed internet
access offering.

